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The Target Economy
Summary:
Once again a treasurer ignores the big picture and fiddles around the edges. Many of our young will
never own their own home in part because bankers love big pay cheques and bonuses. So what does
Morrison do? He cuts taxes on beer. The genius crows about hitting targets ... and he's right. But
what target? Budget night is full of fantasy and fudged figures because the truth is just too alarming
..... and dangerous. We are going backwards while the pollies pretend we are going forwards. Debt
levels worsen every year. Billions on education and way too many of our kids are having difficulties
with literacy and numeracy. What gives?
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Budget hits the target .. again
Are you suffering from Budget deja vu? Every year the same old rot from both parties. A bit more
money here - a bit less money there. Tax hike - tax cut. Surplus fantasy talk. Phony projections and
promises. Debt getting bigger. It's always just tinkering around the edges and they never ever tell
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you the truth. The big picture ignored once again.
BRN pulls no punches. You are living in a Target Economy. What's that? It's an economy that
operates by hitting targets. No - not better employment figures. Not tax levels. Not inflation
numbers. Not export figures. Not GDP. Not school kids progress. Not health outcomes. Those aren't
the targets the elite are concerned about.
In a Target Economy - the citizens are the target. They get you from the left with all manner of
taxes and they get you from the right with corporate criminals trying to extract every cent they can
from whatever disposable income you are left with. And all with government blessing.
Here is the truth. When you work you are using your brain, stamina and time to earn some money to
look after your and your family's needs. ie you convert your life force into money. When a crooked
politician or banker - for example - takes that money in a way that very much resembles theft they
are actually stealing your time and effort ie your life force.
The Target Economy (TE) allows parasites to live the good life at your expense. You are
the target.
Now here is the problem. Clever structural reforms would allow all of us to work half the time we do
now for the same standard of living. The pollies will never tell you that. They maintain the charade
because their masters want to keep milking you and your country. They want you in debt, your
children in debt and your country in debt. A debt that will never be repaid. The TE very much
requires a Ponzi scheme style banking system.
BRN has some ideas that could help break the matrix to improve just about everybody’s life. We
wanted to release the information when we had the support required to get success but CEO Dr
Peter Brandson will no longer wait till then because way too much of his life force has already been
stolen. While we really needed around 50,000 people kicking in a few dollars per month to fund an
effective campaign we will release the information before the next election regardless. If it takes off
despite minimal financial support that will be great ..... but it's highly unlikely. TV and newspaper ads
are expensive. The elite can afford to hoodwink you - we can't afford to inform you.
Our goal is to pressure whoever is Prime Minister to put in place something new. We can't just
continue changing from one dismal party to another and expect a better result. It's the policies that
count. We don't care who puts them in place.
Prior to the last election we reached around 500,000 people most days. We advocated sending a
message by not voting for any major parties. You have the power to get what you want - we'll help
you use it right now and in the lead up to the next election. We'll release the policies required and
then it will be up to you to make sure you only vote for pollies and parties that agree to implement
them.
Let’s use as our guide the success of the #CBABoycott. If people do not participate in large numbers
the chance of success with that and other elements of our campaign would be pretty minimal. If
that's the case we all should just pack up and let the crooks rule the world, steal your life force and
wreck any chance of your kids living in civilised, prosperous freedom. That would be extremely
disappointing. Will you step up and join the fight? It's the only way we can stop debt servitude
stealing your life force. Don't let the elite and their politicians make you a target.
If you want to help BRN become a bigger force looking after your interests see below for what you
can do.
Happy Budget Day.
____________________________________________________________
How can you help us prepare for the next election?
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1. Donate a few dollars each month to the BRN kitty. If you don't want to register on our
website just set up a regular direct deposit into our IMB Account
Bank Reform Now
BSB 641 800
Account No. 200699525
Why should you help? Well we've been working on this for well over five years. You can review all the
submissions I've made to various government inquiries and our material here and on Facebook. If
you agree with my ideas and methods please help. The three point plan we will release before the
election really is the best shot we have to bring justice to our country. If you want the crooks in
finance to pay up and face jail time you've come to the right place. Ditto, if you want politicians
forced into serving your interests.
2. Check our Facebook page every day - be generous with Comments and Likes on as many of
our posts as possible. Share them to your own page but also to other relevant pages, forums and
blogs. Don't wait to see us in your newsfeed. Liking and following the page is not enough. Facebook
is choking NGOs, you need to come to us - bookmark our page to make checking in easy.
3. When we ask you to email a politician or inquiry please do so. Even a short comment is
helpful.
4. Let's try it now - email the Banking Royal Commission and tell them that you want to see
the ex-CEOs called in for interrogation AND that you want Commissioner Hayne to ask the
government for enhanced powers, expanded terms and an extended inquiry. A compensation fund
must be on the agenda and it must begin to be filled with clawed back assets from the CEOs (see
Letter Of Demand below). Email today >> FSRCenquiries@royalcommission.gov.au
5. Tell your friends and relatives that there really is a better way to run a finance system
and country. They can support us too and it will make a big difference. Once we have the numbers
we all win. The pollies and bankers know the people have the real power so they try to keep us
ignorant, busy and fearful.
6. Buy a Bank Reform Now T-Shirt - a beaut way to spread the BRN message when you are out
and about. Great conversation starter at the supermarket ... or bank. Link below.
7. Make the Big Bank BANG CBA Boycott a success - Tell everyone! No new loans with CBA for
at least 12 months (link below). Download and print copies of the CBA Boycott Pamphlet and spread
it around. CBA's share price is already going down it need a hit so that the pollies and bankers know
we mean business. This year is ours folks .... let's grab it.
We can win, we must win, we will win ..... if we work hard and smart together.
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Websites For More Information: BRN on Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/bankreformnow/
Related Links: Donate To Bank Reform Now
CBA Boycott Begins
BRN Black TShirt
Letter Of Demand
The BRN Gross Domestic Well Being Index
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